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ABSTRACT

The theory of non-linear wave interactions leading to so-called interfacial wave turbulence, where a broadband distri-
bution of capillary wave phenomena may be induced by a monofrequency oscillator, is well known, but experimental
results are rare. In particular, it is challenging to set up a physical system where both capillary wave amplitudes are
easy to measure and capillary forces dominate gravitational forces. Though capillary forces dominate at small scales,
the small oscillation amplitudes and generally high oscillation frequencies preclude measurement via cameras or other
traditional means. Instead, we use a laser Doppler vibrometer, capable of measuring oscillations up to 40 MHz, and pro-
viding a minimum detectable deflection of picometres. Using ultrasonic surface acoustic wave excitation at 19.5 MHz,
we generate wave turbulence on the free surface of a water drop. Energy at the driving frequency does not directly enter
the cascade ; rather the driving frequency excites a low-frequency resonance. This resonance appears to, in turn, excite
higher harmonics, forming the cascade of length scales seen in the frequency spectrum of wave heights. The initial
low-frequency resonance, contrary to expectations via Faraday wave theory, is not at one-half the excitation frequency.
Instead, we find the low-frequency resonance to be on the order of 100 Hz, which probably arises due to a balance of
capillary and inertial forces; the Faraday wave is not observed due to the high frequency of the excitation. By condens-
ing each spectrum to the value of its power exponent, we find that the turbulence decays as the electrical input power
increases beyond 500 mW, a SAW amplitude of about 1 nm. At these powers the probability of very large waves deviates
strongly from the Gaussian distribution, indicative of strong non-linearity. Wave turbulent theory is therefore invalid in
this high-power regime as the highly non-linear nature of the waves violates the theory’s fundamental assumption of
weak non-linearity.

THEORY OF WAVE TURBULENCE

The scaling of kinetic energy E against wavenumber k in iso-
tropic hydrodynamic turbulence,

E(k)∼ k−5/3, (1)

derived by Kolmogorov in 1941, is well known (see for ex-
ample [5]). An analogous power law describing the non-linear
interactions of interfacial capillary waves was derived by Za-
kharov, scaling the “density of the wavenumber in k-space” nk
against the wavenumber as

nk ∼ k−19/4 [13], (2)

although this is more conveniently expressed in terms of sur-
face deflection η and frequency ω as

η ∼ ω−17/12. (3)

By this analogy, such wave interactions acquire the name “wave
turbulence”. However where the Kolmogorov spectrum is ob-
tainable through dimensional scaling alone, Zakharov’s result
requires an exact solution of the stationary kinetic equation.
In the construction of the kinetic equation, the system is as-
sumed to consist of waves with random phase, and be statisti-
cally homogeneous (so-called “weak turbulence” [13]). A fre-
quency spectrum of surface height can be obtained by measur-
ing the time series of surface height, then applying a Fourier
transform; if we consider each point of the spectrum in the fre-
quency domain to be a random variable, the expected values
will conform to the power law where weak turbulent theory
holds.

The range of frequencies where the weak turbulent theory ap-
plies is referred to as the “inertial range”; according to the the-
ory it is bounded at low frequency by the exciting force, and
at high frequency by viscous damping. The role of viscosity is
simply to absorb energy at short length scales; it plays no role
over the inertial range of frequencies.

The analogy between hydrodynamic and wave turbulence has
been investigated [2], finding a discrepancy between the the-
oretical and measured energy flux in the frequency domain,
as well as significant statistical inhomogeneities at short time
scales. However, the −17/12 power law scaling remains asso-
ciated with capillary wave turbulence.

Previous verification of wave turbulence

The power law for capillary wave turbulence has been numeri-
cally [8] and experimentally [1–3] observed, but it is acknowl-
edged that such results are rare [2]. Typically, the fluid is con-
tained in a well, excited by a mechanical oscillator at around
10 Hz [1, 3]. A limiting factor is that the prevalent time and
length scales are often short enough to preclude traditional non-
invasive measurement techniques such as high-speed photog-
raphy. To achieve the necessary breadth and resolution in the
frequency domain, single-point measurements using such tech-
niques as capacitive wires [3] and reflection of low-angle laser
beams [1] have been used; a successful measurement over an
area of surface was made using a technique measuring the dif-
fusion of white light through the surface [12].
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EXPERIMENT

The study presented here differs somewhat from the earlier lit-
erature; we approach the problem from a microfluidics perspec-
tive. Our fluid (de-ionised water is predominantly used) lies as
a sessile drop on a microfluidic substrate, and is excited by an
ultrasonic surface acoustic wave (SAW) at 19.5 MHz. Such an
arrangement can cause mixing [10] or concentration [6], bulk
transport [11] and atomisation [9] of the fluid. This work is
therefore relevant to the broader field of microfluidics.

The drops are pipetted on to the substrate; the volume of the
drops decreases over time due to both evaporation and atomi-
sation, so the drop must be regularly replaced. The drops used
in this work ranged in volume from 1µl to 2.5µl.

The surface acoustic wave was generated on a substrate of
single-crystal 128◦ Y–X cut Lithium Niobate using an inter-
digital transducer (IDT). The electrical power applied to the
IDT was varied from 100 mW up to 1 W. At higher powers, the
large surface deflections are difficult to measure; in addition,
atomisation of the fluid can occur. The amplitude of the SAW
itself is on the order of 1 nm.

Measurements were made at a single point using a Polytec
M400 laser Doppler vibrometer (LDV) capable of measuring
oscillations up to 40 MHz. This measurement technique was
selected as it is able to measure the excitation wave frequency,
and can also be used to measure the wave itself on the sub-
strate. The LDV provides a minimum detectable deflection of
picometres. As this measurement technique requires a perpen-
dicular surface to reflect the laser, only the peak of the drop
can be measured with any accuracy. The arrangement of exper-
imental apparatus is shown diagrammatically in Fig 1.

Figure 1: Diagrammatic representation of the experimental
equipment. The SAW propagates along the Lithium Niobate
substrate from the IDT towards the drop; the energy is ab-
sorbed by the fluid and is expressed as a surface vibration. The
vibration is in turn measured by the laser Doppler vibrometer
(LDV).

To interpret the vibrometer’s full frequency range requires two
separate interference signal decoders. To achieve full band-
width and good resolution in the frequency domain, at least
two individual scans must be performed; the data is assembled
in post-processing.

RESULTS

Typically, the weak-turbulent cascade is visible when multiple
recorded spectra are averaged. Two such averaged spectra ex-
hibiting the turbulent cascade are shown in Fig 2, together with
the theoretical−17/12 power gradient for reference. As excita-
tion amplitude increases, more energy is absorbed by the fluid,
and a corresponding increase in the observed spectrum ampli-
tude reflects this increase in energy. Interestingly, for the low-
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Figure 2: Comparison between typical spectra from drops ex-
posed to (a) a low excitation amplitude of 0.26 nm (approxi-
mately 35 mW at the IDT) and (b) an intermediate amplitude
of 0.64 nm (190 mW). The plot axes are logarithmic, so the
theoretical power law becomes a straight line with a slope of
−17/12, shown for reference between the two spectra.

amplitude result, the spectrum descends faster than the theo-
retical gradient over the region of 8–20 kHz, before closely ap-
proximating the theoretical gradient; in the higher-amplitude
result, this effect is not apparent. Such steep gradients are of-
ten associated with finite-size effects, where the wavelength is
of the same order of magnitude as the surface size. In the high-
power case, the turbulent cascade is observed up to 1 MHz; to
our knowledge this is the highest frequency at which interfacial
wave turbulence has been observed.

The driving frequency at 19.5 MHz is clearly visible in spec-
trum (b) of Fig 2 as a single peak. The turbulent cascade is
observed at frequencies below the driving frequency, contrary
to Zakharov’s original theory and other results found in the
literature. If Zakharov’s theory is correct, the high frequency
excitation energy must shift to a lower frequency in order to
enter the cascade.

The classical explanation for a downshift in frequency is the
Faraday wave, whereby a fluid surface parametrically driven
by a vibrating support will exhibit an oscillation at exactly half
the driving frequency [4]. This phenomenon has been exten-
sively studied [7] and is observed in other works dealing with
capillary wave turbulence (for example [1]).
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Figure 3: An illustration of the absence of the Faraday wave.
The 19.5 MHz excitation frequency is marked (a); the Fara-
day wave would occur at 9.75 MHz, marked (b). Inset: finer-
resolution plot showing the actual low-frequency response of
the surface.

Figure 3 shows that Faraday wave theory is not applicable in
this case; it can be clearly seen that for our system the 19.5 MHz
excitation wave does not induce a resonance at half its fre-
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quency, 9.75 MHz. Instead, as has been previously observed
for a similar experimental setup [9], there exists a resonance
many orders of magnitude lower in frequency, in our case at
O(100 Hz). As illustrated by the inset to Fig 3, the low fre-
quency resonance excites further harmonics; the interactions
of these waves are then able to generate the apparent broad-
band excitation of the frequency cascade.

It is suggested in previous work [9] that the low-frequency reso-
nance is due to a balance between capillary and inertial forces.
This would require that the resonance frequency varies with
some representative length scale L, fluid density ρ and surface
tension γ as

ω ∼
√

γ
ρL3 . (4)

While the ratio γ/ρ is difficult to vary without using surfac-
tants, the relation between resonance frequency and length scale
can be easily shown. Defining L as the cube root of drop vol-
ume, the relation (plotted in Fig 4) shows good linearity. We
suggest the resonant frequency is related to the elastic vibration
of the capillary shell, while the Faraday wave is suppressed due
to the high frequency of the excitation. If these suggestions are
correct, the resonance frequency will strongly depend on the
drop shape; this is an avenue for further investigation.
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Figure 4: The relation between the low-frequency resonance ω
and the drop length scale L (the cube root of volume is used
here) is shown by plotting ω against L−3/2 as per Eq 4. The
solid line is a linear regressive fit to the data with zero inter-
cept. The values of the length parameter represent drop vol-
umes from 2.50µL to 1.25µL.

Returning to the effect of excitation amplitude on the frequency
cascade, it would be desirable to quantify the agreement be-
tween experimental results and the theoretical power gradient.
Many individual spectra were recorded, and by measuring the
steepest power gradient for each spectrum over one octave of
frequency, such a quantitative comparison is possible. Figure 5
shows gradient measurements plotted against their correspond-
ing electrical input powers, thus illustrating the effect of chang-
ing excitation amplitude on the frequency cascade.

At low powers, up to 100 mW, this method of determining the
power gradient is inaccurate, resulting in a great degree of scat-
ter. Between 100 mW and about 500 mW, the agreement be-
tween theory and recorded gradients is quite good, although
outliers are present where finite size effects discussed above
dominate the spectrum. As power increases above a threshold
of some 500 mW, a SAW amplitude of about 1 nm, the cascade
becomes increasingly shallow. This is a consistent deviation
from wave turbulent theory which we seek to explain.

By calculating the probability density function (PDF) of the
time series of surface height, we gain another perspective on
the apparent decay in gradient at high excitation levels. Figure
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Figure 5: The effect of changing excitation amplitude on
the turbulent cascade is shown by reducing many individual
spectra to single points, representing their maximum power
gradient. These points are plotted against the power applied
to the IDT. The theoretical −17/12 result is shown as a
line across the plot. Many outlying points in the region
100mW to 300mW exhibit steeper spectra associated with fi-
nite size effects, which dominate the shallower capillary-wave
turbulent power law. Two such outliers, marked (a) and (b), are
plotted in the inset.

6 shows two functions; where the excitation power is 105 mW
the PDF exhibits an approximately Gaussian profile, whereas
the PDF arising from 590 mW excitation has significantly de-
formed tails. This shows that very large waves are dispropor-
tionally more likely at higher powers. This is a highly non-
linear phenomenon; it seems that the original “weakly non-
linear” assumptions of wave turbulence theory are violated,
and hence the turbulent cascade is no longer apparent.
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Figure 6: Probability density functions of timeseries for a
weak-turbulent surface (excitation power 105 mW) and a non-
weak-turbulent surface (excitation power 590 mW). The turbu-
lent function is almost exactly Gaussian (note the logarithmic
ordinate axis), while the non-turbulent function is significantly
distorted at the tails.

The presence of these very large waves could be indicative
of atomisation, where very large surface waves can pinch off,
ejecting smaller droplets from the larger body of fluid. If we
consider the system to consist of only the main body of fluid,
the ejection of such droplets will remove energy from the sys-
tem and therefore constitute an apparent damping. If the length
scale at which the energy is removed (that is, the length scale
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of the unstable large wave) lies in the region of the turbulent
cascade, this introduces a damping effect unaccounted for in
the weak turbulence theory.

CONCLUSIONS

Using surface acoustic wave excitation and laser Doppler vi-
brometry, we have succeeded in observing wave turbulence at
the micro-scale, over a wide band of frequencies up to 1 MHz.
Our observations have opened a number of avenues for fur-
ther investigation in this area: the process by which 19.5 MHz
excitation energy excites a resonance on the order of 100 Hz,
contrary to the predictions of Faraday wave theory, allowing
energy to pass into higher frequencies and enter the cascade;
the apparent decay in gradient at high excitation energy; and
the appearance of very large waves at high excitation energy
all demand further investigation.

The generation of the low-frequency resonance is of great im-
portance not only due to its effect on the turbulent cascade,
but also due to the many low-frequency phenomena associ-
ated with SAW excitation over which it undoubtedly has in-
fluence. As discussed above, the apparent decay in turbulence
at large excitation levels, and the associated presence of very
large waves, would seem to be related to the phenomenon of
atomisation.
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